“Researching Professionals, Their Work and Organizations”

Paper Development Masterclass on Tuesday 10th September, 2013

Centre for Professional Service Firms, Cass Business School

10.30 Registration and tea/coffee

11.00 Opening Roundtable ‘Developing your work for publication’

Chair: Daniel Muzio (University of Newcastle and Editor of Journal of Professions and Organization)
Paul Edwards (University of Birmingham and Editor of Human Relations)
Martin Kilduff (University College London and Associate Editor of Administrative Science Quarterly)
Andre Spicer (Cass Business School and Consulting Editor Journal of Management Studies)

12.30 Lunch

13.30 Parallel Session I (Andre Spicer)

Jenny Scoles (University of Stirling)
A Sociomaterial Approach To Knowing In An Emerging Sector: The Use Of Photo-Elicitation To Surface Materiality

Riku Ruotsalainen (Aalto University)
Institutional Effects Of Creative Conversations Between Professionals: An Ecological Perspective

Stefan Schaefer (Lund University)
Bliss of Ignorance? Managerial Work in Organising Creativity

Bridget Roe (Nottingham University)
Learning to Nurse: Who do you think You Are?

Parallel Session II (Dan Kärreman)

Émilie Gibeau (HEC Montréal)
Entering a Medical Director Role: Exploration of the Identity Transition Process

Stephanie Gustafsson (University of Bath)
On becoming a partner in a UK law firm: The value of discrepancy work

Nick Jephson (Leeds University)
The beginning of the end? Underdelegation, closure and the ‘graduatization project’ of English accounting

Lucie Noury (CGS Mines ParisTech)
Unravelling the diversity of role enactment among consulting professionals: the up or out system in question

15.30 Coffee Break
16:00 Parallel Session III (Paul Edwards)

John Mawdsley (University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign)
*Client-Specific Advantages and Firm Business Scope: Evidence For and Against a Mirroring Hypothesis*

Iona Lupu (Rouen Business School)
*Engaging and resisting absorption in work: Illusio in the accounting field*

Stacey Sinclair (University of Westminster)
*Dealing in Documents An ethnography of client documents in a law firm*

Parallel Session IV (Daniel Muzio)

Sebastien Stenger (HEC Paris) and Thomas Roulet (University of Oxford)
*Prejudice, and Pride: Stigma Avoidance versus Stigma Acceptance of Gay and Lesbian Auditors*

Stephanie Lambert (Loughborough University)
*Understanding and Navigating New Professional Ways of Working: An Analysis of the Literature*

Kirsten Alke (University of Reading)
*Crossing boundaries in international professional planning career trajectories: The experiences of migrant spatial planners working in the South East of England*

17:30 Researching Professionals: Future Directions (Laura Empson)

18:00 Finish

18:45 Dinner at Alba Restaurant
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